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Abstract. Continuously increasing number of threats to the security of bank information in automated banking systems (ABS) leads to a decrease in the quality of banking services provided by banks at the national and international level, regardless of their form of ownership. This situation is not least caused by the imperfection in used today mechanisms for providing bank information security. The technological complexity of new unknown threats identification, as well as the increasing sophistication in the methods of their implementation leads to the pressing need of radical revision of the existing approaches for providing security. Existing approaches are known mainly as oriented to the aggregation of forces and means of providing the security of bank information, which often leads to incomplete overlapping spectrum of threats and irrational use of resources allocated for the security. Thus, it becomes clear that the development of a fundamentally new approach to provide security of bank information is a prerequisite for the provision of high quality banking services, which this article is devoted. With this purpose, the article proposed the synergetic model of bank information security threats, which is first time since the system has allowed revealing the positions of the current state of the research problem. It is shown and proved that at the present stage of science and technology development, bank information security should be based on a fundamentally new approach, which is proposed to be called synergetic. Its implementation will provide a synergetic effect on the interaction of selected safety profiles and, consequently, demonstrate qualitatively new and previously unknown emergent properties of security system. As part of the proposed approach, the problem of increasing the level of bank information security is formalized in a general way and identified further ways of solving it. It is shown that the absence of such decisions in a bank information systems determines the relevance of the chosen for research theme and its scientific priority.
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Introduction

An important role in providing national security of Ukraine and especially in its economic side is assigned to the processes related with the protection of public market fundamentals that define the economic component of the competition. The development of modern, economically sustainable and stable state is closely related with the development of market relations and cost-competitive economy, in which the banking sector has a key, and, as a rule, a backbone role.

The revolutionary changes in the last decade occurred in the electronics industry, combining info-communication and computer networks into a unified information and cyberspace, creation of automated banking systems (ABS) have substantially expanded range of services in the banking sector. Thus, the range of threats for the national economy has significantly increased. The key and most potentially unsafe of which is the threat of breakdown or takeover of the remote control in the ABS control processes. The consequences in case of absence or imperfection of ABS security mechanisms can have a huge and irreversible character, leading to the collapse of the financial and banking system of Ukraine in particular, and the economic collapse in the country as a whole. Therefore, the decision of the whole complex of issues related with providing cyber security, information security and security of information in the ABS should be solved in complex and inseparably from one another, harmoniously completing and filling up each other, if necessary. Simple aggregation of forces and means to provide safety in the ABS in each individual case is unreasonable from both practical and scientific points of view. The absence of other alternative approaches encourages the urgent necessary to solve the current problem - improve the security of information in the Ukraine’s ABS based of new unknown until today approaches.

Literature analysis and problem formulation

It is known that computer systems and telecommunications provide the reliability of a huge number of information systems for different purposes, including banking. Most of these systems contain confidential information with limited access. Thus, the solution of the problem of data processing automation resulted in generation of new problem - problem of security of information [1-30].

Since its introduction the banks has invariably caused criminal interest. This interest has been associated not only with storage of money in the credit organizations, but also with fact that banks have been focused on an important and often sensitive information about the financial and economic activities of many people, companies, organizations and even whole states. At the same time, regardless of means, mechanisms and techniques for providing security of bank information another actual problem, and the second on the general account, is the problem of information security of individuals, society and the state in which a person - bank employee or its client - the most vulnerable link [3-7].

Computerization of bank activities enabled to significantly increase bank employees’ productivity, implement new technologies in financial products. Internet banking today becomes widespread among banks and customers, the use of Internet resources as an alternative means of customer PIN code transmission to the bank not only leads to a reduction transmission costs, but also helps to improve bank competitiveness, increase the flexibility of bank customers. The main barriers on the way of internet banking usage are cybercrimes questions, the lack of trust and legal support absence [6]. As an example, it should be noticed that 90% of all bank sphere crimes are cybercrimes based on use of automated bank information processing systems (ABIPS) [2]. Therefore, the bank system protection itself needs to use powerful authentication and control actions for both internal users and customers. It is well-known that the most reliable protection can provide means of two-factor authentication as either electronic keys (tokens), or one-time password generators [12]. Data security during storage process requires use of encryption means, which can operate at either data warehouse or separate system component level, such as database tables. Security of ATM’s and payment terminals must be provided with the use of anti-virus protection means. At the same time, specificity of such devices requires the use of additional security tools, including the creation of “closed software and hardware environment” eliminating the installation of any third-party software and external devices connection [3]. Thus, problem of cyber security is a third integral component on the way of solving problems with providing security of bank information [11-14].

To ensure the adequacy of the bank information security system, regardless of which part of its problem linked with information security or cyber security, is possible to apply the principles of the Risk Management method [4]. This method under the right approach will enable define and classify just in time all threats and in and, according to the probability of negative consequences of their possible manifestations adequately organize the security of bank information system. But considering imperfection of the principles of the method of risk management in the bank sphere, he still requires the necessary operational development in the context of the raised above problems.

It is said in [7] that security of information including bank information can be achieved only through an integrated use of the entire arsenal of available protection means in all the structural elements of the production system and at all stages of the technological processing cycle. Ignoring system analysis methodology for bank information system establishment based on the complexity, and sometimes on the inability to objectively verify established system effectiveness due to imperfect regulatory and methodological information security, especially in the field of indicators and criteria [5], is also creates barriers to find a solution of indicated problems. For example, the international standard for operations with bank chip cards (EMV), introduced in 2005, defines the physical, electronic and informational interaction between the credit card and payment terminals for financial transactions on the basis of
ISO/IEC 7816 standard for contact cards, and ISO/IEC 14443 for contactless cards. 

Thus, in result of study the literature, we can conclude that a fundamentally new effect in bank information security can be achieved only if all the above means, methods, measures and security technologies combined into a single coherent mechanism further named synergy.

The aims and objectives of research

The aims of the work are to state problem of providing bank information security, to form necessary and sufficient conditions for the creation of a fundamentally new methodological basis, aimed at achieving synergies in the field of public and private commercial banking security protection systems.

To achieve this objective the following specific tasks were formulated:
- a comprehensive critical analysis of nature and content "Bank Information" category at the current stage of science and technology development, relevance and substance of the legislative and regulatory framework in the field of the banking transactions protection in public and private ABS;
- refinement and complement of set of actual bank information security threats with from the triune position of providing information security, security of information and cybersecurity in bank sphere as a basis for creating new synergetic approach in the field of ABS information security;
- formalization of the security problem essence and content of bank information on the basis of proposed synergetic approach.

A comprehensive critical analysis of nature and content "Bank Information" category at the current stage of science and technology development, relevance and substance of the legislative and regulatory framework in the field of the banking transactions protection in public and private ABS

Consider the rapid science and technology development during the last 10 years as well as intensive use of the latest high-tech solutions in bank sector, the nature and content of "bank information" category has changed significantly. Today, as we know, the bank information is a major component of modern ABS. According to this, and on the base of [8, 31], it can be noticed that under the bank information in the broadest sense, means the set of information associated with the by-laws and the Guidelines of the institution, the legal form of banking institutions, the current view of the institution and its employees, types and forms of bank services, the quantity and composition of customers, transactions on customer accounts, the presence of correspondent relations and technical provision of the bank.

Taking into account embrace width of bank information category and in order to further correct use, it is proposed attribute classification of bank information (Fig. 1).

The advantage of the proposed attribute classification of bank information (see. Fig. 1) is that it in contrast to the known classification enables to reveal the depth of the content and essence of this category. For example, by types bank information splits on the organizational, technological and parametric. Organizational bank information means the information, which reflects character of business relations between bank and clients, information about organization features and the bank's management system construction. Technological bank information it is information about principles of bank's management while performing all bank activity types as well as information about usable high-end technological solutions in bank security systems. Parametric bank information is information, which reflects quantitative indicators, associated with bank capital and amount of its advances portfolio while performing all types of bank activity. Another advantage of the proposed classification is that in case of appearance of new attributes, which characterize different aspects of bank information category, the proposed classification provides possibility of expanding set of attributes.
From the proposed classification, it should be concluded that in the ABS subsystems circulated information of different confidentiality (secrecy) levels: from publicly available information, to information with limited access (commercial, banking and official secrecy). In the document ABS workflow are also presented: payment orders, other case and settlement documents, reports (financial, analytical, etc.), information about personal accounts, summary information and other confidential (restricted) documents, etc., which may also be referred to bank information.

Thus, in general, bank information is information which appears in result of bank activity. This is especially the information characterizing the bank itself, its financial situation, reliability and compliance with laws. Such information can be obtained from bank charter, its licenses, balance sheet, profit and loss statements and other sources. In addition, in a more narrow sense, bank information this is information about specific bank operations. Such information characterizes not only bank but also persons with whom bank enters into legal relations. As an example of bank information, it may be showed information about the availability of accounts or deposits, and operations with them, assets deposited at the bank.

Regardless of whether in a broad or narrow sense interpreted substantial part of the category of bank information activities of all the ABS subsystems in which it produced, processed, preserved and circulates is provided subject to the laws and recommendations of the National Bank of Ukraine. For this reason all the major existing regulations that regulate at the national level the above-described processes can be represented as a block diagram in a systematic form (Fig. 2).

The performed critical analysis of the Ukraine current regulatory environment has shown that in order to ensure the protection of information in ABS are used information security management systems (ISMS) for providing control of the functioning of complex information security systems. Thus, as the previous concluded, ABS is a comprehensive bank information system that integrates different areas of the bank's activities, the ability to automate and combine into unified whole financial institutions business processes. Complex system supporting centralized processing, multi-currency, and automation of key financial transactions should provide an effective management, control, receive reports about current activities of all of bank branches [9, 31].

Among the functions inherent in modern complex ABS, the following can be highlighted: transaction day; open-market operations, bank activities with security papers; intercompany activity; retail banking; online banking; e-banking; processing center and payment system (card products); bank back-office integration with its external transactions; bank operations management, business logic realization, control, tax accounting and reporting; risk management and strategic planning; customer loyalty programs, marketing, advertising and PR-services.

As known [2–7, 17, 18, 25–31], the main functions of ABS are implemented by using the following technologies and means for providing bank information security: database management systems (distributed databases); data warehouses, OLAP- and OLTP-data processing technologies (online analytical processing systems and online transaction processing systems); search systems, retrieving and preparation of reliable data; distributed computer, organizing the teamwork of users, creation of realistic bank information space, including branches, customers and partners; safe connection of bank information system to external computer networks (Internet); organizing safe, reliable data transmission through overt channel (cryptography: encryption and digital signature (DS), organizational measures), electronic workflow; technical, software, mathematical and other support; information analytics and decision support systems (DSS); protection of stored and processed information as well as the whole ABS; remote working systems for stock markets and course behavior forecasting programs; customer relation management systems (CRM); implementing programs for interconnection between front-office and customers; organization support, management and personnel executive activity systems; access control to information of different secrecy level; antivirus protection; e-shops and e-cards; call processing centers (call-centers), IP-telephony; maintenance of different access channels: Internet, phone, mobile network, SMS, WAP and so on; supporting of different accounting standards, including managerial accounting; supporting in research in the sphere of systematic informational development of ABS.

Refinement and complement of set of actual bank information security threats with from the triune position of providing information security, security of information and cyber security in bank sphere as a basis for creating new synergetic approach in the field of ABS information security

To achieve the desired goal and find the necessary and sufficient conditions, which provide the synergetic effect in security sphere of state and private bank security systems, we will analyze and define set of actual bank security threats. But before it should be stated that for the first time in the framework of bank information security are put the principles of synergetic. The interaction profiles, ensuring security of bank information should be considered as security of information, information security and cyber security, which till now had been considering separately, or in combination, it was impossible to obtain a synergetic effect in bank information security. After decomposition of certain security profiles consider them separately in order to determine the most relevant threats. According to [9] and further the bank security threat means random or targeted, potential or real activities with different nature capable of inflicting damage to bank.

It is known that for analysis of the main bank information security threats may be used adapted model of CIA triad (confidentiality, integrity, availability) [2, 25]. In this model the security of information means process of providing confidentiality, integrity, availability of information to/from bank customers based on the totality of the collective and individual consciousness. At the same time the confidentiality means providing access to information only for authorized users, the integrity means providing reliability and completeness of information, its processing methods for authorized
users, the *availability* means providing access to information and associated with it assets for authorized users when needed.

Considering the specificity of bank sector the main threats to the security of bank information, are the following [34]:

![Fig. 2. Current regulatory environment activity of ABS in Ukraine and its interconnections](image)

**Breach of confidentiality:** user password exposure during undeclared active network connection, traffic analysis for the communication protocols detection, making false allegations of payment documents receiving, unauthorized data input, retrieving information from statistical databases based on semantic connections between public and private information, connection to the CN as an active transponder (payment documents falsification), spoofing, pharming, pretexting, skimming, virtual abducting, unauthorized transmission of confidential data, install hidden radio transmitting equipment in order to copy high-secrecy data or get access to it, covert hardware or software reorganization in order to implement unauthorized access to information resources.

**Integrity violation:** copying data from magnetic media, leaved on the table or in computer without attendance, copying data from equipment and magnetic media, tucked away in special storage facilities, use of software copying and hijacking, changes in the data and programs for the financial documents forgery and falsification as a result of secret visits after working hours, retrieving information from hard and floppy disks, making changes in an unattended recorded data, use the software to overcome the system defensive capabilities, unauthorized use of computer resources, destruction of equipment, magnetic media, or remote data destruction, modification or reading the information in the database or separate files through the assignment of other people's powers to modify financial information, replacement equipment elements left unattended during business hours.

**Availability (authenticity) violation:** unauthorized use of high-secrecy level information, exceeding of authority to access, bypassing security mechanisms, the subscriber denial from the fact of reception (transmission) or creating false information about the reception(transmission) time of messages to absolve themselves of responsibility for the execution of these operations, penetration into the system through the communication CN with the assignment of powers for the purpose of information counterfeiting, copying or theft, an abuse of supervisor privileges in case of violation bank information protection mechanisms, identification of passwords during the abduction or visual observation, just the disclosure and modification of data.

Among the threats to bank information security that significantly affect the bank, bank staff and its clients, as well as on the economic component of national security are the internal and external threats. Both the first and second by the direction and nature of the impact on the certain subjects and objects activities can be economical, physical and intellectual [29, 30].

**Economical threats:** corruption, fraud, unfair competition, using by banks unworkable technologies of bank production. The implementation of these threats leads to causing losses to banks or omission corresponding benefits.
Physical threats: thefts, stealing of property and bank assets, breakdowns, bank equipment lay-up, inefficient exploitation of forces and resources. As a result of these threats realization are inflicted losses to bank associated with loss of their property and the need to carry additional costs for restore the production means and other tangible assets.

Intellectual threats: disclosure or misuse of bank information, bank discredit on bank services market, different social conflicts about banking institution or in it. The consequences of the implementation of such threats are: bank losses, reputation deterioration, social or psychological tension around the banking institutions or in their teams.

The third essential safety profile of bank information is proposed to be cyber security. Cyber security - a set of tools, policies, security principles, security guarantees, risk management approaches, actions, training, insurance and technology, which are used to protect the cyber environment, organization resources and users [14, 16, 29]. According to the standard, ISO/IEC 27032:2012 Information technology – Security techniques – Guidelines for cybersecurity on cybersecurity are also assigned the tasks for providing the conditions of achieving and preserving the security properties of the organization's resources or users directed against the corresponding cyber threats. At the same time cyber security covers such things as the protection of personal information and interacts with network security, application security, Internet security and security of critical information infrastructures.

Analysis of results in the assessment the cyber attacks number, including ABS attacks, the ratio between the levels of software complexity and technical intruders literacy derived by such companies as “Arbor Networks” [32], Cisco [33] and other vendors in the cyber security market and means network periphery, leads to the conclusion that with the growth of cybercrime and computing capabilities in the near future we should expect an increase not only of the quantity and technical complexity of cyber attacks, but also their refocusing on the peripheral network equipment. Considering this, and basing on results of studies [2, 4, 5, 26 - 28, 32, 33], it can be stated that the main threats to ABS cybersecurity directed at disrupting the control processes or to control them will be a cyber attack which may be grouped into four main classes, a substantial part of which is disclosed at Fig. 4.

The proposed classification (see, Fig. 4) demonstrates that cyber attacks of different classes regardless on the functional purpose take place at different layers of the OSI (Open System Interconnection) model, and consequently have their own specific objectives for the impact on bank information. For example, before cybercriminals through the protocols and services vulnerability of the lower OSI model layer opens the possibility of obtaining technological bank information, and through the
vulnerability of the upper levels - the organizational and parametric bank information.

Considering that threat described above and due to various subjective and objective reasons have had and will continue to have place for most of the known or designed ABS, based on the close relationships between them for different security profiles, and, in order to develop an effective system of protection of bank information, is proposed a new model of bank information security threats further named the synergetic (Fig. 5).

The feature of the proposed model (see Fig. 5) is displayed on it in the form of logical connections between risk interactions for different security profiles. Thus the synergetic model of bank information security threats is laid the necessary and sufficient conditions for the development of a new methodology aimed at achieving synergies in the field of protection security of public and private bank systems.

In a base of a developed synergetic model (see Fig. 5) are also becomes clear mechanism of bank information security problems origin in the space-time continuum: the goal of cybercriminals (competitors, cyber terrorists, individual states, etc.) are coordinated with time, place, problems, objectives and forms of implementation.

Taking into account the features of construction means of network peripheral [1, 3–5, 9, 14, 18–20, 25] and organizational communications in ABS of any bank, the synergetic model allows to define the most vulnerable places in their security system. These are processes associated with transfer of payment and other messages between banks (business process / business products), between bank and ATM, between bank and client. As a result are raised a number of system problems: problems of establishing mutual authentication during performing connection (mutual recognition of subscribers); problems of ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of documents (protection of electronic documents transmitted via communication channels); problems of proving the fact of document delivery or receiving (protection of electronic document exchange process); problems of mutual distrust between the sender and the recipient due to their belonging to different organizations and mutual independence (ensuring the execution of documents).

An essential part of bank information security problem is a risk analysis problem. In fact, the risk is an integrated evaluation of how effectively existing means of protection are capable to resist the attacks on bank information. For today it is possible to single out two main groups of security risk assessment methods. As applied to bank sector on the basis of the first group it is possible to set the level of risk by estimating degree of compliance to a particular set of requirements for ensuring bank information security. The second group of methods for risk estimation defines the probability of attacks, as well as levels of damage. In this case, the risk value is calculated separately for each attack and is generally represented as multiplication of attack probability on the amount of possible attack damage. The value of damage is determined by the owner of bank information; the probability of an attack is calculated by the expert group, performing the audit procedure.

![Fig. 5. Synergetic model of bank information security threats](image-url)
Formalization of the security problem essence and content of bank information on the basis of proposed synergistic approach

Thus, based on the requirements of compliance with the rules of the triune position to ensure the safety of bank information as part of the synergistic approach in the interaction between the selected security profiles and to increase its level of protection assessed risk value equivalent money-capital, the meaning of the proposed approach in the most general form can be represented as some conditional figure (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Synergetic approach essence for providing security of bank information ISO/IEC 27032:2012 Information technology – Security techniques – Guidelines for cybersecurity

It should be noted that the key feature characteristic offered only for a synergistic approach to bank information security: the proposed approach is not a simple aggregation of the forces and means of security, and it isn’t a superposition of their properties. The main aim of the proposed approach - the excitation of managed emergent properties in bank information system to obtain the synergetic effect, which is achieved due to a qualitatively new approach to security. The development of such an approach is inconceivable without developing a unified methodology for the bank information security system, which is based on a problem deep scientific elaboration through its comprehensive critical analysis and the synthesis of new non-trivial solutions, based on these conclusions. Today, as the analysis shown, both in theory and practice of bank information security such methodology is absent.

Considering the different nature of threats to selected profiles of bank safety and in order to obtain amount of risk assessments just displaying its security, in the future, equivalent to money-capital, is also proposed to introduce the synergetic safety indicators of bank information in ABS (Fig. 7). The synergetic safety indicator of bank information in ABS means synergetic evaluation of the effectiveness of complex forces usage and means of bank information security in an antagonistic conditions of counteraction of bank protection system to random or targeted security threats.

Fig. 7. The role and place of bank information security synergetic index in modern protection automated bank systems

Lack of an appropriate methodology to date is also possible due to the presence of contradictions, which is determined by the fact that on the one hand the practice requires a theory of finding new approaches to security of bank information in a growing number of threats to its cyber- and information security, and information security with a simultaneous increasing of their technological difficulties. On the other hand, in theory there is no integral science-based methodology for the practice of the bank information security system as a whole, due to the imperfection of the mechanism ensuring its information security, security of information and cyber security in particular (Fig. 8) [13–16, 22, 23].
Based on the nature of scientific problem (see. Fig. 8) in general it can be stated as follows.

**Objective**

Practice requires the theory to find new approaches for providing security of bank information in a growing number of threats to its cyber security, information security, and security of information within a simultaneous technological complexity growth

**Contradiction**

There is no integrated scientifically based methodology in theory for the practice of bank information security system as a whole, due to the imperfection of the mechanism to ensure its information security, security of information and especially cyber security

**Actual Scientific Problem**

Bank information security improvement

The presence of problem

Restains the process of building an effective bank information security system in country, as well as slows down the development and providing safe system of international bank services

**Fig. 8. The essence of scientific problem**

Consider that created system for providing bank security consisting of $M$ basic safety profiles of different complexity and configuration, each of which in turn consists of $m$ safety elements in a single security profile, aimed at obtaining synergetic effect - increase the level of banking information security by maximizing the number of its emergent properties

$$
Emergd = \max \left\{ I_{\text{Synerg}_N}^M \right\}
$$

where $I_{\text{Synerg}_N}^M$ - the maximum number of emergent properties of bank security system as a whole, achieved at occurrence of synergetic effect due to the interaction of selected security profiles, $N$ - the number of system states for providing bank information security or number of its emergent properties, $M \leq N$.

The maximum number of emergent properties of bank security system as a whole is achievable if the following condition $I_{\text{Synerg}_N}^M = \sum_{n=1}^{N} C_N^m$ is true.

It is also necessary to solve the problem of increasing the level of bank information security under specified conditions, to get the maximum number of emergent properties at minimal resource cost, aimed at inciting synergetic effect in the system.

**Conclusions**

Thus, the article in general formalized problem essence of increasing the level of bank information security on the basis of its comprehensive critical analysis and synthesis of new solutions. As a new progressive solution of existing problem was proposed a principally new synergetic approach, which up to now has not been applied at the protection of bank information systems. This fact not only determines the relevance of the research topic, but also its scientific priority.

It is formulated hypothesis that indefeasible interaction profiles for providing bank information security, leading to the emergence of synergetic effect and, as a consequence, the manifestation of emergent properties in the protection system, at the present stage of science and technology development must be information security, security of information and cyber security.

On the basis of considered approach it is at first proposed the synergetic model of bank information security threats, disclosed the role and place of bank information synergetic security index in modern systems of bank protection and automated bank systems.

The obtained in the article results can be used to solve particular scientific problems within the formulated conditions.

Perspective direction for further research is to study of security profiles nature and content which make up a system of bank information protection.
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Анотація. Постійно зростаюча кількість загроз безпеки банківської інформації в автоматизованих банківських системах (АБС) призводить до зниження якості послуг, що надаються банками на національному та міжнародному рівні незалежно від їх форми власності. Ситуація, що склалася не в останню чергу зумовлена нестабільною зміною і неперевіреною рівнем забезпечення безпеки банківської інформації. Технологічна складність виявлення нових невідомих загроз безпеки, а також нерозробленість в методах їх реалізації обумовлює незадовільне підбором критичного перекриття існуючих наукових підходів до її забезпечення. Існує декілька підходів щодо забезпечення безпеки банківської інформації, які часто призводять до непевного перекриття спектру загроз і нераціонального використання ресурсів, віднесенних до забезпечення безпеки. Таким чином, стає очевидним, що розробка принципово нового підходу до забезпечення безпеки банківської інформації, яка вперше з системних позицій дозволила розкрити сучасний стан досліджуваної проблеми. Показано, що на сучасному етапі розвитку наукового та технічного прогресу, забезпечення безпеки банківської інформації повинно бути спрямовано на принциповий розвиток нових інноваційних рішень, які забезпечують високу рівень безпеки інформації. В рамках запропонованого підходу в загальному вигляді формулюється проблема підвищення рівня захищеності банківської інформації, що поставлена на передовому рівні наукової та технічної оснащеності. Показано, що відсутність подібних рішень у системах забезпечення безпеки банківської інформації визначає актуальність обраної теми для навчання і наукової праці.
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